Introduction
Let P be a pseudo-group on a manifold Q such that X r is ^/-regular (Definition 3. 1). It seems to be important to know whether the orbit system £ r (k, x, f) is 7^-automorphic or not (Definition 4. 1).
If dim AQ>dim Q^l, it is known that, for a sufficiently large integer k, X r (k, x, f) is .T-automorphic (Theorem 6. 1 in [2] ). But in case l<[dim N <dim Q, we do not know whether the same assertion holds or not.
In the present paper, we consider the problem for the automorphism pseudo-group <Jl(E) of some kind of a differential equation E and seek for a necessary and sufficient condition for the orbit system JL, ju& (k, x, f) to be ^Jl (E) -automorphic for a sufficiently large k (Theorem 6. 1).
Through this paper, we assume the differentiability of class O*. For a pseudo-group /*, we always assume that any element of F is close to the identity. For the completeness of a pseudo-group /"*, refer to Definition 5. 2 in [2] . e J* (AT, Q) or jf (TTO/) GE J a ' (AT, Q') , respectively. Through this paper, we fix this /. Let F be a pseudo-group on Q. Then we can give the sheaf of germs of local vector fields X on Q such that the local 1-parameter group of local transformations generated by X is contained in F 9 which we denote by £ r .
Assume that £ r is iV-regular. Let {6 k }J^i be a funda- For such a sheaf _C, we can consider the orbit system X (k, x, f) for any positive integer k and a local submersion or immersion of a neighbourhood of x^N to Q. Namely let {0*}?=i be a fundamental system of differential invariants of a weak Lie algebra sheaf X at jl(f) . We set O) = 6** y* (/) ) . Then X (k, x, /) is generated by 0J -J, (l</^w fc ) as a differential equation. For the proof, refer to [2] . Conversely, for a sufficiently large k, we assume that <Jl(E) is k- This proves that c is .E'-admissible at .r 0 . The proof of Theorem 6. 1 is completed.
Theorem 6 0 I. Let (Q, Q' ', TT) be a fibred manifold and let E or E' be a differential equation at j" 0 (f) or j*l(n°f)* respectively. Assume that 1) E and E f arc I -regular at x n and JL(E f ) is complete at

2) For a sufficiently large integer k, (E. E') is a k-r educed pair of type ? and Jl(E)' k is complete at (TTO/
Corollary 6 e 1. 
Proof. In this case, the conditions 3) and 5) in Theorem 6. 1 are On the other hand, since F is transitive on R*#, the condition 3) of on a neighbourhood of f x (/) , we see that Jl (E) = F on a neighbourhood of /,(/).
